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Sexism

Discrimination (vs. prejudice)

Excludes and demeans

Oppression of women as a 
class

It is a system; it structures 
almost all aspects of society



Violent Sexism rapecrisis.org.uk

Laws do not always determine norms

Violent sexism remains at epidemic levels
20% of UK women

100% of women live in a society where the 
threat of violence and rape is real and present

Sources: RAINN and CDC



Violent Sexism

Other marginalized groups  
disproportionately impacted 

Younger women

Trans/nonbinary folks, women with disabilities, 
women of color, etc. 

Also men (4%)

Source: CDC



Rape Culture

A social environment in 
which rape is prevalent, 
normalized, trivialized, 
and/or condoned



Violent Sexism as STRUCTURE

Activists capitalize on rape culture

Morally shocking images that highlight how 
nonhuman rape is similar to women’s is thought 
to “work” because activists know the audience 
is primed to fear rape



Violent Sexism as STRUCTURE

Sexism structures 
our society

Anything transpiring 
within it will be 
interpreted through 
this schema



Why Rape?
Rape is used to “make sense” to 
a public socialized by rape 
culture

To garner “ratings”

It feeds on the terror of women

Time and time again, women’s 
bodies are used as 
representatives of nonhuman 
bodies



Why Rape?

Also banks on the trivialization 
of rape

Despite high prevalence of 
rape…
It is mocked
Applied tongue in cheek
Used as though it no longer 
applies to girls and women 
today 



Activists 
already 
stereotyped as 
terrorists….

Scripts of 
violent 
misogyny 
reinforce this











Elisabetta Canalis: Trapped in a 
Summer Scorcher

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kr4gq5Ylodg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kr4gq5Ylodg


Boyfriend Went Vegan | PETA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0vQOnHW0Kc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0vQOnHW0Kc


Lush Fighting Animal Testing: Live 
Demonstration at Regents Street

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4K9iSyj_lk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4K9iSyj_lk


Women forcefully milked in the street 
(269life animal rights performance)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R6bqSzAsc8&t=2s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R6bqSzAsc8&t=2s


Conditions for Vegan Rape Culture

• Intersections of speciesism and sexism

•Sexual Objectification

•Lack of Consent



Sexism & Speciesism

Sexism and speciesism 
operate in similar ways
Bodies vs persons

Reduced to their productive & 
reproductive worth

Maintained through 
objectification, denial of 
rights, and othering language



Sexual Objectification

Critical to upholding 
rape culture

A favored tactic in the 
vegan movement

Often framed to 
titillate rather than 
draw serious 
comparisons



Rape-themed protest is based in lack of 
consent

Female participants may consent to rape-themed 
protest, but…
 Nonhuman Animals do not consent to the distribution 
of their recorded rape

 Rape survivors do not consent to being exposed to rape-
themed protest 

 Those vulnerable to rape who are sensitive to the reality 
of rape threat do not consent to exposure to rape-
themed protest



Content Warnings

Essential tools for some to protect themselves 
Rape culture traumatizes; this can be lasting

Protest, by its very nature, does not include 
content warnings

As bell hooks observes; these images enter our 
minds and stay with us for life; this is invasive and 
entitled



Content Warnings

Sometimes mocked by non-survivors of the 
privileged class
Constitutes trivialization of rape

Rejecting content warnings (“suck it up,” “don’t 
look if you don’t like it”) protects privilege and 
repels
This is the opposite of protest’s purpose!



Crossing the Line vs Toeing the Line

More than “telling it like it is,” these narratives are 
chosen because woman-hating is normalized in our 
society
Women of color rarely used (because they are seen as 
unrapable)

 No pedophilia narratives used

 Cis-women used as stand-ins for male-bodied animals





Crossing the Line vs Toeing the Line

The public space is already fraught with 
danger and exclusion for women

Sexually objectifying and violent media 
impacts the psychological well-being of 
women 
(and socializes male viewers)



Protest that educates while also protecting the 
dignity of women and other animals

Acknowledging intersections of oppression with 
compassion, not force or violence

A gendered consciousness is essential to 
appropriate interpretation and implementation 
of tactics





Conclusion

We do not live in a post-gender 
world
Activist repertoires exist within a 
sexist culture and will be 
interpreted as such

Remember sexism and 
speciesism intersect…
Hurting women hurts other 
animals
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